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Abstract
Causal Set Theory is an approach to Quantum Gravity that postulates that the fundamen-
tal structure of a spacetime manifold is a Lorentz invariant discrete structure endowed with
a causal order from which the geometry and topology of the spacetime can be recovered.
The continuum emerges as an approximation at macroscopic scales.
Lorentz invariant discreteness can have consequences that can be observed at low en-
ergies. In this work, we search for signatures of causal set predictions. Causal Set Theory
predicts that the cosmological constant ⇤ is Everpresent and fluctuates between positive
and negative values. This cosmological model, a stochastic function of cosmic time that
varies from one realization to another, generates a space of histories of dark energy. Via
Monte Carlo Markov chains we search the space of histories of dark energy to find the best
fit to Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) data, Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) data
and Baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) data. The model fits the current cosmological
observations well and eases the tension that standard ⇤CDM has at high redshift.
Causal Set Theory also predicts that a particle propagating on a causal set will un-
dergo di↵usion in momentum space. For massive particles, the di↵usion process has only
one parameter, the di↵usion constant. For massless particles this process has two param-
eters   the di↵usion constant and the drift parameter. These parameters depend on the
non-locality scale of the theory. Simulations were run to find the relation between these
parameters and the non-locality scale. There by using bounds on the di↵usion constant,
we set bounds on the non-locality scale.
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The search for theories for the five forces of nature (Higgs, weak, strong, electromagnetic,
and gravity) goes back centuries. The Standard Model is the most successful quantum
theory of the first four forces and has existed for years. Its problems are the infinities,
which seem to require a cut-o↵ at small scales, suggesting an existence of minimum length.
In Quantum Field Theory renormalization is used to partly handle this problem, which
returns in direct attempts to quantising gravity. Renormalization still leaves the technical
problems that arise in defining the path-integral on a continuous history space not fully
resolved. A discrete history space provides a well defined path integral, or a sum over
histories, that avoids these problems.
The well known theory of gravity, General Relativity, has singularities suggesting a
fundamental minimum length. Sorkin[2] showed that for the blackhole entropy to agree
with semi-classical results a minimum length scale must be introduced. Also resolving
distance between arbitrarily close spacetime events is impossible since by the uncertainty
principle this would require too much energy. These problems suggest that at high energies
the continuum spacetime approach fails, leading one to believe the fundamental underlying
theory is atomically discrete. This atomic discreteness provides the necessary cut-o↵ to
degrees of freedom at small scales. It is worth considering that atomic discreteness could
never be found, for instance, by quantising some e↵ective continuum theory, but must
instead have an independent hypothesis.
The question of interest then becomes the choices of postulates to use in building a
fundamental theory that is most likely to give the correct theory, according to known
physics. For example, in assuming that fundamental structure is discrete, one has to worry
about the theory being Lorentz invariant, as astrophysical observations[3] have placed tight
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bounds on Lorentz Invariance violation.
The standard definition of Lorentz Invariance only has meaning in the continuum ap-
proximation. A discrete structure maybe considered to be Locally Lorentz invariant if the
underlying structure does not pick a preferred direction. For example a regular lattice
structure will violate Local Lorentz Invariance while something like an ideal gas because
it is randomly distributed, has no preferred direction and will not violate Local Lorentz
Invariance. For the underlying discrete theory to be Lorentz invariant, it cannot be a
regular lattice but rather a random distribution.
Spacetime causal order is an important feature of General Relativity. In a Lorentzian
spacetime Manifold M with metric g, the causal future of a point x 2 M is the set of
all points that are on a future directed causal curve from x, denoted by J+(x). Similarly,
the past of x 2 M is the set of all points that are on a past directed causal curve from x,
denoted by J (x). The causal structure of the spacetime (M, g) is the collection of J+(x)
and J (x) for all x 2 M.
Theorems by Robb[4], Zeeman[5], Hawking et al.[6], Malament[7] and Levichev[8] point
out that for continuum spacetime, from the causal structure one can recover the topology
of the spacetime and the geometry of the spacetime up to a conformal factor. This idea
suggests that the fundamental structure of spacetime is the causal structure. Causal set
theory uses the two ideas that spacetime is fundamentally discrete and that the fundamen-
tal structure is the causal structure.
Many researchers have independently been led to the same hypothesis [9, 10, 11]: that
the causal set should be the structure that replaces the continuum manifold. A causal set
is a locally finite set of elements endowed with a partial order corresponding to causal rela-
tions. The order relations give the causal structure and the number of elements corresponds
to the volume. Sorkin’s slogan summarizes this idea and states that
Spacetime Geometry ⇡ Order + Number.
Lorentz invariant discreteness can have consequences that can be observed at low ener-
gies. Searching for signatures for such consequences even without a fully developed theory
of quantum gravity can lead to many interesting directions, and also serve as evidence for
the postulates of the theory. For example, if Lorentz breaking were to be detected today
it would not favor this theory.
The number volume correspondence in causal sets is not exact but subject to fluctua-
tions since the causal elements are to be randomly distributed for the theory to be Lorentz
invariant. The term that involves the cosmological constant in the Einstein-Hilbert action
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is   R ⇤dV , suggesting that V and ⇤ are canonical conjugates. Sorkin et al.[12] argued
that the cosmological constant will be present at all times and will fluctuate, with the
fluctuations being proportional to the inverse of the square root of volume,  ⇤ ⇠ V  1/2.
Assuming h⇤i = 0 (i.e. a yet-unknown solution to the old cosmological constant problem),
and taking volume to be roughly the fourth power of the Hubble radius, H 1, Sorkin[13]
predicted that the cosmological constant is
⇤ ⇠ H2 = 1
3
⇢c, (1.1)
where ⇢c is the critical energy density of the universe. This prediction yields the correct
order of magnitude of the cosmological constant.
This model of dark energy is di↵erent from the standard ⇤CDM (Lambda cold dark
matter) model, as it has everpresent ⇤ that fluctuates between positive and negative values
with a vanishing mean, and with a magnitude comparable to the critical density at any
epoch. ⇤ is a stochastic function of cosmic time that will vary from one realization to
another. In Chapter 2, we consider two models of “dark energy” that exhibit these features.
Via Monte Carlo Markov chains, we explore the space of cosmological parameters and the
set of stochastic realizations of these models, finding that Everpresent ⇤ can fit the current
cosmological observations as well as the ⇤CDM model does. Furthermore, Everpresent
⇤ can potentially ease some high redshift tensions with ⇤CDM, including the Baryonic
Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) in Lyman-↵ forest at z ⇠ 2  3, the ultra-massive black holes
at z ⇠ 7, and the primordial Lithium-7 abundance that is set at z ⇠ 1010.
The causal set hypothesis makes a definite statement that the fundamental structure
of a spacetime manifold is discrete and Lorentz invariant, that is the causal elements are
randomly distributed. A particle propagating on a causal set will not travel on an exact
geodesic but will have to swerve jumping from one causal element to the next like a random
walk. This phenomenology has been studied by several people in References[14, 15, 16].
The worldline fluctuations can be modelled as di↵usion with only one parameter, the
di↵usion constant. The di↵usion is in momentum space. The particle will try to propagate
on an exact geodesics to decrease change in momentum. Unlike a random walk, this process
is approximately Markovian as the particle is given a small memory or forgetting time, ⌧f .
The larger ⌧f is, the closer the trajectory will be to a geodesic. The forgetting time is related
to the non-locality scale. In Chapter 3, we do simulations to find relationship between the
di↵usion constant and the non-locality scale and then use bounds on the di↵usion constant
to set bounds on the non-locality scale.
At microscopic scales, one would like to have the emergent spacetime manifold to be
isometric to the General Relativity spacetime for our universe. To know how similar the
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two spacetimes are requires a measure between the two spacetimes  general relativity
spacetime and the spacetime emerging as an approximation from the fundamental struc-
ture. However, one might argue that such a measure is not important but getting the
low energy observable from the fundamental theory should be enough. While this is true,
for some of the low energy observable one would expect a deviation from the classical re-
sults when calculations are done in the fundamental theory. For such circumstances such
a measure would be useful. In Chapter 4, we discuss a measure between two spacetime
manifolds based on the “main conjecture” of causal sets. The main conjecture states that
if two spacetime manifolds are an approximation of the same causal set, then these two
manifolds should be isometric upto the discretization scale of the causal set.
1.1 Causal Set Review
A causal set[11] C is a discrete partially ordered set with elements related by a causal
relation  , where x   y implies that x is the parent (or an ancestor or is in the past) of y.
The elements of a causal set satisfy the following axioms:
(i) Irreflexivity: x/ x, 8x 2 C;
(ii) Transitivity: If x   y and y   z then x   z, 8x, y, z 2 C;
(iii) Local finiteness: 8x, z 2 C the set {y|x   y   z} is finite.
The first two axioms encode the causal order relations, which correspond to the causal
structure. The third axiom, local finiteness is mathematically equivalent to discreteness.
Irreflexivity ensures that causal cycles are not allowed, that is, for xi 2 C, x1   x2  
x3 . . .   x1 is not allowed since transitivity would then imply x1   x1 , which violates the
first axiom.
A causal set has many representations. It can be represented as a graph called the
Hasse diagram as shown in Figure 1.1. The causal elements are represented by vertices. If
two elements are causally related, an edge joining the two vertices is added. In the Hasse
diagram only relations that are not implied by transitivity are drawn. These relations are
called links, denoted by x  ⇤ y. A totally ordered subset of a causal set is called a chain,
and an example is the chain a   b   c   d in Figure 1.1.
A collection of unrelated elements in a causal set is called an anti-chain, such as {a, e, f}










Figure 1.1: Hasse diagram for a six element causal set. Only relations that are not implied
by transitivity are drawn.
among chains connecting the two elements. The length of the longest chain between x and
y is denoted by d(x, y). A Time-like geodesic is the longest chain. In Minkowski spacetime,
d(x, y) ⇠ ↵T , where T is the proper time and ↵ is a dimension dependent constant. A
path is a chain consisting entirely of links. An element x 2 C is called a minimal element
if it has no element in its past, that is, @y 2 C such that y   x. Examples of minimal
elements are a, e and f in Figure 1.1. x 2 C is called maximal if @y 2 C such that x   y,
and an example is the element d in Figure 1.1.
A causal set can also be represented by a matrix. Consider a causal set that has its
elements labelled in some order, xi, where i is the index. Then the causal set can be
represented as a link matrix, Ac or a causal matrix, AR, such that
(AR)ij =
(




1 if xi  ⇤ xj
0 else
. (1.2)
Having discussed the advantages of a causal set theory, the procedure to construct a
causal set as a partial ordered set of histories with dynamics that would be a satisfying
theory of quantum gravity remains an open problem. For a classical causal set, Sorkin and
Rideout[17] proposed a sequential growth model. Not all causal sets have a continuum
approximation at microscopic scales. A causal set that has a continuum approximation at
macroscopic scales can be generated using sprinkling.
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Sprinkling is a stochastic process of generating a causal set from a given spacetime
manifold by randomly distributing points on the given manifold using the Poisson dis-
tribution with constant finite density ⇢. The points become the causal elements without
co-ordinates endowed with causal relations induced by the sprinkled manifold. This process
gives a causal set that one can be sure in the continuum is approximated by a spacetime
manifold. All causal sets used in this work will be generated using a sprinkling, though this
seems circular in that we start from the continuum spacetime and generate a causal set,
only to turn back and say the continuum spacetime is only an approximation of a causal
set. We hope that in the full theory, the dynamics will generate a causal set without using




In causal set theory, the number of causal elements corresponds to volume in the continuum.
This correspondence is not exact if Lorentz Invariance holds but is subject to Poisson
fluctuation. Relating the cosmological constant to the volume, led to the prediction that
the cosmological constant will not be a constant, but will be subject to Poisson fluctuation.
This model of dark energy is called Everpresent Lambda. Everpresent Lambda predicts
that the “cosmological constant” fluctuates between positive and negative values with a
vanishing mean. This implies that the “cosmological constant” is a stochastic function of
cosmic time, with a standard deviation comparable to the critical density of the universe
[18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 12, 23, 13, 24]. Work in this chapter is based on this paper [95].
The fluctuations are quantum mechanical results of spacetime being fundamentally
discrete, which entails uncertainties in volume. Since the cosmological “constant” ⇤ is a
function of time (and in principle, space) the Einstein’s field equation for General Relativity
2.5 do not hold.
In this chapter, we discuss some cosmological tests of one possible model of these
fluctuations, and show that the model agrees with current cosmology data and can ease
some high redshift tensions with standard ⇤CDM model.
In Section 2.1, we discuss stochastic phenomenological models of everpresent ⇤, or
dark energy, which satisfies the broad expectations from causal sets and quantum gravity.
Moreover, model 2 admit a fully covariant and causal perturbation theory, allowing us to
make predictions for cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies.
In Section 2.2, we fit the model to the cosmic microwave background, using Planck
2015 data. Even though everpresent ⇤ is a stochastic model, a Monte Carlo exploration
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of the space of likely dark-energy histories using the CAMB code finds several histories that
are excellent fits to the Planck 2015 data. This does not fix the model to one good history
of dark energy, but it does select a set of histories which fit the data, if ⌦de ' 0.7 (0)
at z ' 0 (1000), at 5% level. Since everpresent ⇤ is a stochastic model, we pay special
attention to how one should compare it to conventional deterministic dark-energy models,
and to what extent good fits are (or will be) contrived.
Section 2.3 compares everpresent ⇤ predictions for volume weighted distance Dv with
Baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) data from several surveys. BAO measurements provide
an independent measure of expansion of the universe which complements supernovae data
[25] in tests of dark energy models. In particular, the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic
Survey (BOSS) results [26, 27] suggest that ⌦de(z) is negative at z = 2.34 at about 2.5 
tension with standard ⇤CDM. A number of other models that Aubourget al. [1] examined
fail to fit the 2013 BAO data, unless one assumes that ⌦de < 0 at z ⇠ 2   3 . This
is encouraging for everpresent ⇤, since it allows for ⌦de(z) to switch sign roughly once a
Hubble time.
In Section 2.4, we ask whether everpresent ⇤ can resolve the di culty that ⇤CDM is
thought to have with the occurrence of ultra-massive black holes at high redshift. Quasar
black holes at z ⇠ 6 to 7 have more mass than they are expected to, if one assumes ⇤CDM
cosmology and standard and/or plausible astrophysics (sub-Eddington accretion rates[28],
maximal angular velocity of the black holes). Exotic astrophysical processes may increase
the accretion rate, allowing the quasars to accumulate mass faster, but such processes have
not been observed. Instead, we find that alternative dark energy histories, as are typical for
everpresent ⇤, can stretch the accretion time at high redshifts, and thus provide a simple
(though incomplete) solution to this potential problem.
In Section 2.5, we discuss everpresent ⇤ as a cosmological solution to the primordial
Lithium-7 problem. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), predicts the abundance of light
cosmological elements (D,3He,4He,7Li) that are produced within the first 20 minutes after
the Big Bang. The abundances of primordial Deuterium and Helium-4 predicted by BBN
are in agreement with astronomically observed abundances. However BBN in a standard
⇤CDM cosmology predicts about three times more Lithium-7 than is observed. We show
that everpresent ⇤ can ease this tension, even though it cannot completely remove it if we




The prediction that the cosmological “constant” should vary stochastically was an early
heuristic prediction of causal set theory [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. A concrete model of such an
Everpresent ⇤ was first proposed by Ahmed et al. [12]. In causal set theory the number
of elements determines the spacetime volume. The equality between number and volume
is not exact if Lorentz Invariance holds, but is subject to Poisson fluctuations. In Planck
units (8⇡G = ~ = c = 1)
N ⇠ V ±
p
V . (2.1)
The term that involves the cosmological constant in the Einstein-Hilbert action is   R ⇤dV ,
suggesting that V and ⇤ are canonical conjugates [12]. Therefore, based on Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, the quantum fluctuations would obey
 ⇤⇥ V ⇠ 1. (2.2)
Holding the number of causal elements, N , fixed does not imply that the volume, V is
fixed, hence it follows from equations (2.1) and (2.2) that
 ⇤ ⇠ V  1/2. (2.3)
Assuming < ⇤ >= 0 and taking volume to be roughly the fourth power of the Hubble
radius, H 1
⇤ ⇠ H2 = 1
3
⇢c. (2.4)
Where ⇢c is the critical energy density of the universe. In conclusion, causal set theory
predicts that the cosmological “constant” is of order H2 and is everpresent and also fluc-
tuates due to Poisson statistics of spacetime causal elements. For General Relativity field
equations 2.5 to hold
Gab + ⇤gab = T ab, raT ab = 0 (2.5)
⇤ must be a constant. To interpret the time dependence of ⇤ requires non-classically
field equations or supplement cosmological constant by a scalar field. Assuming that
spacetime is homogeneous, isotropic and spatially flat,
ds2 =  dt2 + a(t)2  dx2 + dy2 + dz2  , (2.6)
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If ⇤ is a function of t, then equation(2.7) and equation (2.8) and are incompatible. Only
one of these equations or a linear combination can be used for dynamics of everpresent
⇤. Ahmed and Sorkin [23] showed that equation(2.8) is unstable under small fluctuations
from the true solution, therefore it cannot be used as dynamical guide for everpresent ⇤
models. Also a linear combination of equation(2.7) and equation (2.8) with “too much”
of equation (2.8) will also be unstable and cannot be used as a dynamic guide. We will
consider two models of everpresent ⇤.
2.1.1 Model 1
Proposed by Ahmed et al. [12], this model assumes that the cosmological constant fluc-
tuates due to Poisson fluctuations as discussed above. The universe is assumed to have
volume, V (t), at sometime t, one uses Friedmann equation(2.7) to evolve the scale factor






















The parameter   is related to the magnitude of the fluctuations. When   is too large
the fluctuations in ⌦⇤ are large resulting in a large negative dark energy density which
in turn gives negative total energy density and the universe collapses before it gets to
today. Therefore,   can not be too big. On the other hand, a small value of   will not
give the correct value of ⇤ today.Ahmed et al. [12] found that 0.01 <   < 0.02 to get a
universe consistent with astrophysical observations. Ni is the number of causal elements
at ith iteration, ⇠ is a random number which drives the random walk and S is the action of




In this model, the cosmological constant is assumed to also fluctuate due to Poisson fluctu-
ations resulting in correlation in cosmological constant at di↵erent times. We phenomeno-








where   = log(a), a being the scale factor, ↵ is the magnitude of the fluctuations and µ
governs the autocorrelation-time of the fluctuations. Assuming a flat homogeneous cosmol-
ogy and positive matter density, we require ⌦de( ) < 1 for all  . Furthermore, assuming a






In other words, ⌦de is the hyperbolic tangent of a random Gaussian function of time, with
zero mean and variance of ↵.











 (!1   !2). (2.15)
We then sample ⌦̃(!)de’s as independent Gaussian variables, and Fourier transform back
to ⌦̂( )de, getting a random history of ⌦de( ) = tanh ⌦̂( )de as shown in Figure 2.1. Since




















In particular, we shall use the reduced chi-squared,  2red,model, as a measure of how typical
the histories that fit observations may be in the context of everpresent ⇤. This can then,
in principle, be used to falsify our stochastic model.
This model is not intrinsic to causal set theory, it does not have any underlying dynamics
but captures the general signature of everpresent ⇤. It is easier to simulate than Model 1,
and so we shall adopt it in our Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) exploration of the















Figure 2.1: Dark Energy history, ⌦de(z), for two everpresent ⇤models that fit Planck+BAO
data, compared with ⇤CDM model. The shaded area shows the 68% region of realizations
of Model 2 that fit the data well.
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2.1.3 Inhomogeneities
We live in an inhomogeneous universe. Therefore, any covariant model of a time-dependent
dark energy also requires a consistent treatment of inhomogeneities. Based on this, Barrow
[29] and Zuntz [30] argued for strong constraints on everpresent ⇤(t,x), with fluctuations
less than 10 6, which would make it irrelevant for cosmic acceleration today. Their ar-
gument used the assumption that, if ⇤ is determined by the Poisson fluctuations in the
volume of the past light cones, then the correlation between ⇤(t,x) at points a and b will be
related to the size of the intersection of the past light cones of a and b. Therefore, separate
patches in the CMB sky will have uncorrelated ⌦⇤ fluctuations, which limits the amplitude
. 10 6 from CMB observations. However, their treatment assumes a local stochastic no-
tion for quantum fluctuations, which is not necessarily consistent with the non-local nature
of quantum mechanics manifested, for example, by Bell inequalities [31].
We adopt a di↵erent approach. Assuming that dark energy is a perfect fluid with
perturbations that propagate with the speed of light, consistent with the Lorentz symmetry
of the underlying causal set. In the cosmological context, this is equivalent to a quintessence
dark energy [32], which can be modelled by a scalar field with a canonical kinetic term.
Then, fixing the history of the homogenous dark energy (using either Models 1 or 2 above),
along with energy-momentum conservation and adiabatic initial conditions, uniquely fixes
the behavior of linear perturbations.
This is not intrinsic to Causal Set Theory. However, it is a phenomenologically con-
sistent and viable model that captures two main features expected in causal sets, i.e.
everpresent ⇤ that fluctuate with time, and local Lorentz symmetry for inhomogeneities.
2.2 CMB and Everpresent ⇤
Due to a combination of the quality of data and the validity of linear perturbation theory,
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies currently provide the most precise
tests of cosmological models. To fit everpresent ⇤ model, we use CosmoMc [33] and CAMB
[34]. As this model of dark energy is stochastic, even the same values of ↵ and µ could lead
to vastly di↵erent geometries of the universe, resulting in e.g., di↵erent ages or present-day
densities of dark energy. One way to quantify this is through the initial seed number,
used to generate the pseudo-random numbers that go into ⌦de(z). Therefore, we shall run
CosmoMC with (↵, µ, seed) as additional parameters included in the Monte-Carlo Markov
Chain (MCMC). Note that, unlike other cosmological parameters, the likelihood surface
will not be a smooth function of the seed. However, an MCMC random walk in this space
13
Cosmological
Parameters ⇤CDM Everprent ⇤
⌦bh2 0.02225 ± 0.00019 0.02205 ± 0.00021
⌦ch2 0.11857 ± 0.0012 0.1208 ± 0.0026
100✓MC 1.04 ± 0.00040 1.041 ± 0.00063
⌧ 0.06782 ± 0.012 0.06903 ±0.014
ns 0.9675 ± 0.0043 0.9593 ± 0.0064
109As 2.146 ± 0.049 2.168 ± 0.066
⌦⇤ 0.6920 ± 0.0072 0.6781 ± 0.0081
H0 67.79± 0.54 68.48 ± 0.67




Table 2.1: Parameters for ⇤CDM cosmology and cosmology with Everpresent ⇤ (model
2) computed from the 2015 baseline Planck (in combination with lensing reconstruction
and BAO (6DF, MGS, DR11CMASS, DR11LOWZ, DR11LyaAuto, DR11LyaCross)) like-
lihoods, using CosmoMC. This illustrates the consistency of parameters determined from
the temperature and polarization spectra at high multipoles.
will randomly sample various dark energy histories and keep the ones that fit the data
well. While there is no guarantee that this chain converges quickly (or at all) due to the
stochastic dependence of likelihood on the seed parameter, we see below that it does find
fits to data comparable to standard ⇤CDM cosmology.
Table 2.1 shows best fit parameters for both ⇤CDM cosmology and cosmology with
everpresent ⇤. This shows that for ↵ =0.8824 and µ = 0.9804 there exists a history of
dark energy that is a good fit to the CMB + BAO. Figure 2.2 shows plot of anisotropy
power spectrum, DTT` vs ` for the di↵erent models.
To check how often one can get such a good fit from everpresent ⇤, we look at the

















































































































































































































































































Figure 2.2: Temperature fluctuations for ⇤CDM model and everpresent ⇤ models with
parameters given in Table 2.1 and Planck 2015 data. The bottom plots show di↵erence in
temperature fluctuations from everpresent ⇤, ⇤CDM and Planck data.
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⇤CDM Everpresent ⇤
CMB: BKPLANCK 45.117 44.636
CMB: lensing 12.157 13.930
plik 1164.783 1165.278
lowTEB 10098.575 10097.773
BAO: 6DF 0.087 0.291
BAO: MGS 0.927 2.217
BAO: DR11CMASS 2.856 3.015
BAO: DR11LOWZ 1.098 1.442
BAO: DR11LyaAuto 4.265 2.636
BAO: DR11LyaCross 4.748 3.945
Total 11334 11335

















Figure 2.3: This shows that the best-fit history is a typical model-2 realization, whereas
⇤CDM would be a very atypical outcome of model 2.
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data in Tables 2.1-2.2). Figure 2.3 shows the expected  2red distribution from gaussian
statistics, as well as  2red(⌦̃de) for ⇤CDM and best-fit everpresent ⇤ dark energy history
⌦̃de(z). ⇤CDM has a small  2red because most of ⌦̃de are zero. We see that the best fit
everpresent ⇤ model is only 1.8  away from the mean, while the ⇤CDM sits well in the
tail at ⇠ 4.3 . This implies that the random Gaussian dark energy histories that fit the
current data are not atypical based on  2 statistics. However, we will have to revise this
assessment if future observations prefer histories closer and closer to ⇤CDM.
Fixing the values of ↵ =0.8824 and µ =0.9804, how likely is it to get a universe like
ours in Figure 2.1, amongst all possible realizations? Since the typical value of |⌦de| is 0.7
for this model, there is nothing unusual about the current density of dark energy. The only
peculiar feature is that dark energy happens to be small (|⌦de| < 0.1) near last scattering,
z ' 1000, where most the CMB signal is originated. However, given the value of ↵, this
can happen with ⇠ 8% probability, which is not particularly unlikely and is consistent with
our  2 statistics.
2.3 BAO Measurements
Measurements of baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) in galaxy surveys probe the expansion
history of the universe and provide evidence for dark energy, independent of supernovae
Ia. Before last scattering, the baryons were coupled to the photons. Therefore, initial
acoustic perturbations in the density of baryon-photon plasma propagated with the speed
of sound. However, since dark matter was cold, the same initial perturbations in dark mat-
ter did not propagate. After last scattering, baryon acoustic perturbations also stopped
propagating, but (over time) left a gravitational imprint on dark matter, as baryons would
have comprised 16% of the density of the universe. As a result, dark matter (and resulting
galaxy) distributions contain a characteristic structure (captured in correlation functions)
on the scale of the sound horizon at last scattering, rd. This structure provides a stan-
dard comoving ruler that is independent of redshift or orientation. Measuring large scale
structure modes perpendicular to the line of sight gives angular diameter distance, DA,
and measurements along the line of sight determine DH(z) =
c
H(z) . Combining all modes

















most BAO analysis a fiducial cosmological model is used to assign flux pairs separated in
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angle and wavelength to comoving distance and to determine the position of the observed
peak. The sound horizon, rd is constrained by the locations of the acoustic peaks (and
not by their heights). The locations of the peaks are determined by pre-recombination
physics. Dark energy is negligible at pre-recombination epoch for the fiducial models that
are used. In everpresent ⇤ model, dark energy is not negligible in general at this epoch
though the dark energy histories that give a good fit to the data have ⌦de close to zero close
to recombination. It is possible that using a fiducial model with dark energy not negligible



























Figure 2.4: BAO measurements from Table 2.3 and model predictions. ⇤CDM is in red,
while gray is 68% region from everpresent ⇤ with dark energy histories that give a relatively
good fit to the CMB.
Figure 2.4 shows di↵erent BAO measurements from Table 2.3, along with everpresent
⇤ and ⇤CDM predictions (using cosmological parameters in Table 2.1).
The dark energy history in everpresent ⇤ that is a good fit to Planck 2015 CMB data
fit well into BOSS [1] bounds as show in Figure 2.5. Fixing the cosmological parameters
to best fit values in Table 2.1, there is a 78% chance that ⌦de is negative in the range
1.5 < z < 3. This is indeed consistent with the negative ⌦de measured in in Aubourg et
al. [1] (Figure 2.5), and is in 2.5  tension with ⇤CDM.
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z Distance(Mpc) z Distance(Mpc)
6dF (Dv) [35] 0.106 457 ± 27 SDSS DR9 LRG (DA)[36] 0.57 1386 ± 45
SDSS DR7 (Dv) [37] 0.15 664 ± 25 WiggleZ (Dv) [38] 0.6 2221 ± 101
SDSS DR7+2dF (Dv) [39] 0.275 1059 ± 27 WiggleZ (Dv) [38] 0.73 2516 ± 86
SDSS DR11 (Dv) [40] 0.32 1264 ± 25 Ly↵ auto-corr (DA) [27] 2.34 1662 ± 96
SDSS DR7 LRG (Dv) [41] 0.35 1308 ± 25 Ly↵ auto-corr (DH) [26] 2.36 226 ± 8
WiggleZ (Dv) [38] 0.44 1716 ± 83 Ly↵ auto-corr (DA) [26] 2.36 1590±60
Table 2.3: BAO data: Volume weighted distanceDv for di↵erent z from several sky surveys.
Figure 2.5: ⌦de for the di↵erent models with BOSS bounds [1].
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2.4 Ultramassive Black Holes at High Redshifts
There is overwhelming observational evidence that centers of all large galaxies host super-
massive black holes which grow through accretion of surrounding gas. The most e cient
phase of this growth leads to bright active galactic nuclei, known a quasars, at luminosities
close to the astrophysical upper limit for Eddington accretion. However, quasars at z ⇠
6 to 7 appear to host black holes more massive than is allowed by Eddington accretion
in ⇤CDM cosmology, starting from seeds of stellar mass ⇠ 5 to 20 M , assuming that
they are maximally rotating. Exotic astrophysical processes may induce super-Eddington
accretion rate allowing the quasars to accumulate mass faster, or allow for direct collapse
to much more massive black hole seeds. However, it is also possible (e.g. [28]) that the
solution may come from revising ⇤CDM cosmology so as to allow more time for accretion.
Indeed, everpresent ⇤ produces a range of expansion histories, some of which give the
quasars more time to accumulate mass. Blackhole mass is given by [42]






where Mseed, the mass of the seed is assumed to be 20M , ⌘ is the accretion e ciency, t is









with  T being Thomson scattering cross-section, c is the speed of light, G is the gravita-
tional constant, mp is the mass is a proton and X = (1 + 0.75)/2 assumes Helium mass

















3 + ↵2  
p
(3  ↵1)(3 + ↵1 + 2↵2)
⌘
(2.22)
↵1 = 1 + (1  a2⇤)1/3
 
(1 + a⇤)








where a⇤ is a dimensionless spin parameter.
Considering two quasars J010013.02+280225.8[43] and J338.2298+29.5089[44] at red-
shift 6.30 and 6.658 respectively Figure 2.6 shows the accretion e ciency and spin param-
eter of the blackholes the host. The black holes cannot be maximally spinning a⇤ = 1 in
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either ⇤CDM and Everpresent ⇤, though Everpresent ⇤ does allow for higher and similar
spins/e ciencies.
Figure 2.6: 68% and 95% constraints on accretion e ciency ⌘ and spin parameter a⇤ of
two quasar blackholes in ⇤CDM and Everpresent ⇤ (Model 2). For both models the two
blackholes cannot maximally spinning that is, a⇤ 6= 1, even though everpresent ⇤ allows
for a much bigger range.
2.5 Primordial Lithium-7
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) predicts the abundance of light cosmological elements (D,
3He, 4He,7Li) that are produced the first 10 seconds to 20 minutes after the Big Bang, when
the universe was still hot and dense. Astronomically observed abundances of Deuterium
and Helium-4 are in agreement with BBN predictions, while predicted Helium-3 is within
the observed bounds. However, for Lithium-7, three times more abundance is predicted
than is observed, which is known as the Lithium problem.
Fields [45] discusses a number of possible solutions to this problem. One solution might
be that the observed Lithium-7 in the halo stars is not the initial abundance but some of
the Lithium-7 was destroyed through nuclear binding. For some stars Lithium destruction
has been studied, some groups [46] have found some Lithium depletion. Though this might
be a direction towards the solution to the Lithium problem, it is far from clear since in
metal-poor stars (where we expect to have less Lithium-7 depletion) Lithium-7 abundance
is nowhere near the predicted value.
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Observation Everpresent ⇤ ⇤CDM
D/H (⇥10 5) 2.547± 0.033 2.64 2.584+0.036 0.035
3He/H (⇥10 5) 1.1 ±0.2 1.09 1.026+0.005 0.006
4He/H 0.249 ±0.009 0.2311 0.248 ± 0.001
7Li/H (⇥10 10) 1.23+0.34 0.16 3.583 4.507±0.08
 2 57 89
Table 2.4: Primordial light cosmological elements predictions from BBN with di↵erent
Cosmologies. The uncertainties in ⇤CDM come from uncertainties in baryon density.
The problem might be in the nuclear physics, the BBN calculations might be leaving out
some reactions or have incorrect rates, but few reactions have been found to be relevant for
producing light elements and these have been studied in the laboratory. Another, solution
might be that dark matter introduces new processes that can alter light elements during
BBN or after BBN [47].




G (⇢+ ⇤(t)) . (2.25)
We run Timmes’s BBN code [48] using (Ne↵, ⌘) from Planck 2015. ⌘ is the photon-baryon
ratio
⌘b = 2.7377⇥ 10 8⌦bh2 (2.26)
which depends on1 ⌦bh2. For ⇤CDM we take Ne↵ = 3.00 and ⌦bh2 in Table 2.1. For
Everpresent ⇤ we take Ne↵ = 3.00 and sample ⌦bh2 from chains with dark energy histories
that have relatively good  2 in CMB data.
Deuterium is measured by observing the absorption of hydrogen in quasar spectra.
Several groups have measured D/H abundance from di↵erent quasars at di↵erent redshifts.
The highest bound for D/H is given by Burles and Tytler [49] D/H =3.39±0.3⇥ 10 5 and
lowest bound Kirkman et al. [50] D/H = 2.42+0.35 0.25⇥10 5 measured from light from quasar
1009+2956 at z=2.504. In Table 2.4 measurements with the lowest uncertainties from
Cooke et al. [51] are used. Bania et al. [52] determined primordial Helium-3 abundance
in the Milky way setting the highest bound to be 3He/H = 1.1± 0.2⇥ 10 5. Astronomical
observations of metal poor halo stars[53, 54, 55] give relative primordial abundance of
1






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.7: Deuterium vs Lithium-7 abundance predicted by everpresent ⇤ and ⇤CDM .
For everpresent ⇤, when less Lithium-7 is produced there is more Deuterium.
7Li/H = 1.23+0.34 0.16 ⇥ 10 10. Olive et al. [56] determined primordial Helium-4 abundance to
be 4He/H = 0.249± 0.009.
For everpresent ⇤, fixing the value of ⌘b, di↵erent dark energy histories predict di↵erent
abundances for the elements. Histories of dark energy that correctly predict Lithium-7
predict a higher abundance of Deuterium than the highest observed bound. While the
best fit everpresent ⇤ model is not very good, it is still preferred to ⇤CDM. When varying
Neff between 2.3 and 3.5, the Lithium-7 abundance decreases as Neff decreases as shown
in Figure 2.9. While the abundance of Deuterium increases as Neff decreases. Varying
the value of Neff for the same history of dark energy will not solve the Lithium-7 problem















Figure 2.8: Shows that model 2 dark energy histories that give the Deuterium abundance
have higher Lithium-7 abundance than observed. Blue region is the probability distribution
of Lithium-7 abundance given that Deuterium abundance is 2.547± 0.033 in model 2, red
region is observed Lithium-7 abundance and cyan region is Lithium-7 abundance in ⇤CDM.
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Figure 2.9: Plot of Deuterium abundance vs Neff and Lithium-7 abundance vs Neff pre-
dicted by two di↵erent dark energy histories showing that varying the value of Neff for




Non-locality E↵ects on Wave and
Particle Propagation
The causal set hypothesis makes a definite statement that the fundamental structure of
a spacetime manifold is discrete and Lorentz invariant. Finding signatures of Lorentz
invariant discreteness at low energy scales would be interesting for theories with this as-
sumption. An experiment violating Lorentz invariance will disfavor such theories. As of
date high-energy observations from the Fermi Large Area Telescope(LAT) of gamma-ray
burst GRB090510 are the most constraining sources for stochastic Lorentz invariant viola-
tion, setting the bound on energy > 2.8Epl [3].Since the underlying discreteness is Lorentz
invariant, because the causal elements are assumed to be Poisson distributed as discussed
in Chapter 1, this induces fluctuations in the worldline of a massive particle travelling
on the causal set. In this chapter we study the e↵ects of such fluctuations on particles
propagating on a causal set which was first introduced by Dowker et al.[14, 57, 58]. The
worldline fluctuations are modelled as di↵usion of a point particle (or wave) with the causal
set as a bath. This di↵usion induces statistical energy gain which can be detectable by
astronomical observations if the particle travels over cosmic distances. Observed cosmic
dust sets bounds on the di↵usion constant. The di↵usion constant depends on the non-
locality scale of the model, so bounds set on the di↵usion constant in turn set bounds on
the non-locality scale.
Another way in which swerves maybe be observed is fuzziness of a distant source. This
is because the particles will not travel on a exact geodesics, hence there will be a spread in
the possibility of the positions of the source. This might observed by a detector with high
sensitivity.
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3.1 Propagation of massive particles in discrete space-
time
A massive paricle propagating in a causal set will not travel in an exact geodesics, since
the discretization is not regular. The particle will have to swerve when moving from one
element of the causal set ei to another ej. We assume that it will try to stay in a straight
line as much as possible. The process at macroscopic scale, after many steps of the random
walk can be described approximately by a di↵usion process. The di↵usion is on a phase
space H3 ⇥ M4, where H3 is the mass shell (Lobachevsky space) and M4 is Minkowski
spacetime. The di↵usion in spacetime is driven by the di↵usion of momentum in the
mass shell. Philpott et. al [58] showed if the underlying process for particle propagation is









where ⇢ ⌘ ⇢(pµ, xµ; ⌧) is a scalar distribution on H3⇥M4, r2 is the Laplacian on H3, m is
the mass of the particle and k is the di↵usion constant,that will depend on the forgetting
time or number. Equation (3.1) is not suitable to compare with experiments or observations



















where ⇢ ⌘ ⇢(pµ, xµ; t). The change in momentum is small at each step but it may add up
as the number of steps increases.
Dimension analysis show that the di↵usion constant is proportional to the square of
the mass of the particle,
k / m2.
To get the dependency of the di↵usion constant on the discretization scale and the
forgetting time (or forgetting number) simulation of the models was done. We generate a
causal set by sprinkling points on a Minkowski manifold. We then let the particle propagate
on the generated causal set using the set of rules specified in each model.
1
c = kB = 1
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3.1.1 Point Particle Models
If the process of a massive particle propagation in a causal set is a Markovian process and
is also Lorentz and translation invariant then it can be modelled by the di↵usion equation
(3.1). In these models the particle will try to stay in a straight line as much as possible.
In order for the particle to minimize change in direction, it is given a short memory that
lasts for a period ⌧f (nf ) called the forgetting time (forgetting number), which is associated
with the non-locality scale. The longer the memory the closer its trajectory will be to a
geodesic. We consider two models discussed in Reference[58]:
Model 1a: Given a segment of the path of the particle e1, . . . , en 1, en the next element
en+1 is selected such that it is in the causal future of en and satisfies the following conditions:
d(en 1, en+1)  2nf ,
d(en, en+1)  nf ( Maximum d(en, en+1))
where d(ei, ej) is the number of links between ei and ej, assuming ei   ej. There will be
lot of elements in C that will satisfy these conditions. en+1 is then chosen randomly from
these elements. Only nf elements in the particle’s past are relevant in choosing en+1, as
shown in Figure 3.1a.
Model 1b: Given a segment of the path of the particle e1, . . . , en 1, en the next element
en+1 is selected such that it is in the causal future of en and
d(en n
f
, en+1) = nf , or minimize if can not meetnf
Again there will be lot of elements in C satisfy these conditions. en+1 is chosen randomly
from these elements. Again only nf of the elements in particles past are relevant.
The forgetting number nf is chosen such that 1 ⌧ nf ⌧ nmacro. nf   1 so that the
swerve is minimal, that is the particles deviation from exact geodesic is small. It must also
be much less than nmacro so that the process is approximately Markovian.
Model 2: Consider a particle starting from an element en and momentum pn the next
element en+1 is chosen such that, en+1 is in the causal future of en and within the forgetting
time, ⌧f and |pn   pn+1| is minimized as shown in figure 3.1b. This model is not intrinsic
to causal sets as it uses forgetting time ⌧f , but it is easier to simulate than the intrinsic
models.
In the simulations a causal set is generated by sprinkling in Minkowski spacetime, and










Figure 3.1: (a)Propagation of a point particle (red dots) using model 1(a). (b)Propagation
of a particle from en to en+1, en+1 is selected such that it is within the causal future of
en and within the forgetting time (that is, below the parabola). The vector en to en+1 is
chosen such that it is as vertical as possible, so that the change in momentum is minimal.
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(a) Model 2, N=34 178, ⌧f = 0.1








(b) Model 1(b),N=34 089, nf = 20
Figure 3.2: Propagation of a particle for the two models.







Figure 3.3: Plot of di↵ussion conastant k vs discretization scale d`, with the best fit
4.04 log(d`) + 10.05.
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particle starts with zero momentum. Then the next element is chosen using the set of rules
for each model.
For each ⌧ 0fs between ⌧f = 0.04 and ⌧f = 0.15, 500 trajectories were simulated. Each
trajectory ran from ⌧ = 0 to ⌧ = 1 and was simulated on a new sprinkling and the
momentum at ⌧f = 0.95 was recorded together with the end position of the particle. Then
for each ⌧f , the frequency of momentum and position was then fitted to equation (3.2) to
obtain the value of k and the results are shown in Figure 3.4, ⌧ / ⌧ 5f for both 2D and 3D.
Using model 1(a) for each nf between nf = 8 and nf = 20, 500 trajectories were
simulated. Again the position and momentum were recorded when d(e1, ei) = 172. Using
the same technique as done in model 2, the value of k for each nf was calculated and the
results are shown in Figure 3.4. Some of the trajectories propagated to the boundary and
bounced back at the next step. These trajectories were not included.
The k dependence on the discretization scale was obtained through fitting the dis-
tribution of momentum and position frequency to equation (3.2) for di↵erent d`’s, N =
{32 768, 20 000, 10 000, 5 000} and the results are shown in Figure 3.3, k / d4` . These results





In the next section, we discuss the possibilities that the e↵ects of the swerves maybe
observed in a laboratory or in astrophysics. If none of these e↵ects have been observed,
then the observational data sets limits on the di↵usion constant k.
3.1.2 Bounds on Di↵usion Constant
Lots of work has been done in setting bounds on the di↵usion constant by Dowker et al.[14]
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Figure 3.4: This plot shows the relationship between forgetting time ⌧f and the di↵usion







and (b) for 2+1D the best
























which is in the form of Maxwell’s distribution of non-relativistic gas at temperature T ,














where  T is change in temperature and  t is change in time. If the value of k is large, the
swerves will accelerate hydrogen gas in a lab causing it to spontaneously heat up in a short
time. Since this has not been observed this sets a bound on the value of k. Dowker et.
al [14] assumed that the minimum change in temperature of the hydrogen gas that could






. 10 44GeV 3. (3.9)
Equation (3.8) shows that heavy particles gain less energy due to swerves and the energy







Kaloper et. al [15] with the hope that very old particles would set better bound on the
value of k, considered very old and cold astrophysics molecular cloud, Edge Cloud 2 in our
galaxy. This cloud is composed of NH3. They considered the age of NH3 in Edge Cloud
2 to be the age of Milky Way and that its average kinetic temperature is T ⇡ 20K and
m = 17GeV . Assuming that the cloud also loses energy through blackbody radiation, they
set the bound on k . 10 41GeV 3.
Cosmic neutrinos were expected to set a tighter bound on the value of the di↵usion
constant because they are light (m ⇡ 0.01eV ) and electromagnetically neutral so they are
expected to have negligible energy losses. Kaloper et. al [15] considered cosmic neutrinos
being accelerated by the swerves such that they behave as hot dark matter contradicting
the assumption that dark matter should be cold. This set the bound k . 10 61Gev3.
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Experiment bound on k ⌧f (in units of `p)
Laboratory hydrogen k . 10 44GeV 3 2⇥ 1010
NH3 in Edge Cloud 2 k . 10 41GeV 3 6⇥ 109
Cosmic neutrino k . 10 61GeV 3 6⇥ 1013
Table 3.1: Bounds of non-locality scale
Origin of high energy cosmic ray is not known. If the comic rays are protons they could
only have been produced less than 20 Mpc away, if they were produced any further they
would have decayed through photo-pion production in collisions with the CMB photons.
There are suggestions that these high energy cosmic rays result from Supernovae explosions,
pulsars, active galactic nuclei, e.t.c. For swerves to be mechanism responsible for high
energy cosmic ray the swerves will have to accelerate the protons to gain 250MeV . The
time it will take for a protons to travel from 20Mpc to us will approximately be 2 hours.




. (4.3⇥ 10 14eV s 1)(7200s)
. 3.1⇥ 10 10eV. (3.10)
Unfortunately swerves can not be responsible for the high energy cosmic rays. At least
not the simple model of swerves, but maybe if k depended on local factors like the particle
density and temperature.
3.2 Propagation of massless particle
Unlike in the massive case, a massless particle will only have di↵usion in the magnitude of
momentum but not the direction. At present there is no existing model of massless particles
propagating in discrete Lorentz invariant spacetime (causal set). Considering an element
p, the probability that there is an element q in the future light cone of p will be close to
zero. When one tries to use models like the ones for the massive case, the final trajectory
will not approximate a geodesic as in the case of a massive particle. Though a model
for massless particles has not yet been formulated as in the case of massive particles, but
as long as the underlying model is Lorentz- and translation invariant, Philpott et. al [59]
showed that for a process that undergoes stochastic evolution on a manifold of states, M ,
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for a non-expanding universe. This suggest that swerves will induce fluctuations in the
magnitude of momentum but not the direction of the particle. The di↵usion constant k1
causes a spread in the momentum distribution. There is also a drift in the spectrum, to
lower energies or higher energies depending on the sign of k2. In an expanding universe
the photons will be red-shifted and these e↵ects can be incorporated in the vA term in

















3.2.1 Bounds on k1 and k2
To set bounds on the value of k1 and k2 the CMB photons seem to be ideal. This is because
these have travelled for a long time hence have experienced the swerves for a long time.
The CMB is also a good candidate for setting the bounds since the spectrum has been
determined to a great precision. Since the swerves are expected to spread and shift the
energy distribution, the fact that the CMB spectrum have travelled so far but remain so
perfectly thermal sets bounds on the value of k1 and k2.
Philpott et. al [14] placed constraints on k1 and k2 by numerically evolving an initially
blackbody spectrum at a temperature of 2.728K according to equation (3.13) for a range
of values of k1 and k2 from last scattering to today for a non-expanding universe. To get
a concrete bound on k1, they set k2 = 0 and did the same for k2, the bounds they found
were
k1 < 3⇥ 10 44kg m2s 3 (3.15)
 1⇥ 10 43 < k2 < 1⇥ 10 43kg m2s 3 (3.16)
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3.2.2 Propagation of waves
The models for swerves assumes a particle to be a point size, jumping from one causal
element to another, but all known particles are larger than a causal element, if a causal
element is of the order of plank scale. In this section we model a particle as a wave packet
propagating in a causal set. For this we use causal set D’Alembert operator, denoted as B✏.
This operator was first introduced by Sorkin[60]. It is an analog of D’Alembert operator,


























The causal set D’Alembert operator is non-local. B✏ (x) as shown in equation (3.17), is a
sum of  (y)’s, the value of the field at point y, in the past of x with each term weighted
di↵erently. The weight depends on the spacetime distance between x and y. Recall that a
causal set has no metric, neighbours of a causal element x are causal elements that have
no elements in the causal interval n(x, y) := card{z 2 C|x   z   y}. When n(x, y) = 0,
we say that y is in the zeroth layer of x. If n(x, y) = 1, then y is in the first layer of x and
so on.
For M2 as discussed in Appendix A, the operator yields,
hB (x)i = ⇤ (x) + corrections. (3.19)
Each sprinkling will give a di↵erent causal set, resulting in a di↵erent sets of n(x, y) for
di↵erent causal sets resulting in fluctuating B✏ (x). In the simulations several sprinkles
are done for each density. The corrections decrease as the density increases, but the
fluctuations grow as density grows. The function f✏(n) in equation 3.20 was then introduced
by Sorkin[60] as regulator, to stabilize the fluctuations














(a) Plot of Nn the number of causal intervals with n elements.
ϵ=0.01
ϵ=0.002













Figure 3.5: Damping fluctuations















Figure 3.5b, shows that if n(x, y) is large then weight of  (y) ⇠ 0.
To propagate the wave packet one has to first choose the value of ✏ to use. To do this
we used di↵erent values of ✏ to calculate the value of   at the top of a 2D flat diamond.
The value of  (x) is calculated for 100 di↵erent causal sets. Figure 3.9 shows that the
fluctuations grow as ✏ increases. This is expected because if ✏ is large then only a small
portion of the past is used, hence more di↵usion. For very small ✏ though the fluctuations
are small, the value of the mean is far from the correct value of  (x). This is because small
✏ implies large memory and since in this calculation a finite causal set is used most of the
past is not available, this leads to errors due to infra-red cut-o↵. In Appendix A we show
one way to account for such errors. For example,  (u, v) = 1 in a 2D flat causal diamond














as show in Appendix B. Figure 3.9 shows that for small ✏, the cut-o↵ introduced by using
















Figure 3.6: Plot of  (u, v) = 1 vs ✏ for v =
p
2/2 and u =
p
2/2.
deviation from continuum results that is due to errors caused by the infra-red cut-o↵ from
deviations due to non-locality of the operator B✏. For  (u, v) = 1, the error due to the
cut-o↵ is














To check if the fluctuations increase with time we sprinkle a causal set Cn and then
add points by hand after the sprinkling which are then used as check point. For example
in a diamond as shown in figure 3.7a, the xi’s are the points added in by hand used as
checkpoints. We calculated the value of  (x) for the xi’s for 100 di↵erent causal sets
with the same discreteness scale. Figure 3.8 shows the variance of  (x) at these points.
Fluctuations increase with time.
A causal sets is generated by sprinkling to a 2D causal diamond and initial conditions
are set by putting values of the wave packet for causal elements in the red region in figure
3.7a and then propagate the wave packet,  (u, v) = e 
(v 0.7)2
0.05 using (3.21) for di↵erent
sprinklings and di↵erent ✏, which gives the results that k1 / ` 2.5k and k2 ⇠ 0. Thus there
is no drift in the energy.
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(a) Check Points added by hand. (b) Fluctuations propagate in time.
Figure 3.7: (a)x’s are points added by hand, red region where value of  (x) is put in by
hand, initial conditions.(b)Shows variance of the fluctuation vs time at points shown in
Figure 3.7a.







(a) ✏ = 0.0001







(b) ✏ = 0.005
Figure 3.8: t vs  (x) for  0.01 < x < 0.01 avaraged at each time step. Red plot is the
continuum function and blue is the value of  (u, v) from a causal set simulation.
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In some theories of quantum gravity spacetime is assumed to have an underlying structure
from which spacetimes emerges an approximation. In these theories it is important to show
that the spacetime emerging from the underlying structure is approximately isometric to
General relativity spacetime in the classical limit. This requires a measure of distance
between two spacetimes. In this chapter we will use causal set theory as a tool to measure
this distance. In causal set theory the underlying structure of spacetime is a causal set
from which spacetime emerges as an approximation.
It is important to have a measure of how much of the structure of a spacetime is captured
by a causal set. If a causal set, C, captures most of the structure of the spacetime, then
it can not approximate two di↵erent spacetimes. This is part of the “main conjecture”
(Hauptvermutung) of causal sets which states that: If a causal set C faithfully embeds
into two distinct spacetimes, then the two spacetimes are approximately isometric down
to the discreteness scale.
A given continuum spacetime (M, g) approximates a causal set C if there is a faithful
embedding   : C ! (M, g). An embedding   is said to be faithful if it satisfies the
following conditions[61, 62]:
i) It is order preserving, that is  (x)    (y) if and only if x   y, 8x, y 2 C.
ii) The points  (x) are distributed uniformly in (M, g).
iii) The mean spacing between all the embedded points is much smaller than any scale
defined by the geometry of (M, g), that is, (M, g) has no structure below the scale
⇢ 1 (⇢ is the density of points).
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The last two conditions can be interpreted as for  (C) ⇢ M , C has a high probability of
being generated by sprinkling on (M, g).
The continuum that is obtained as an approximation does not have geometrical infor-
mation below the discretization scales (which is usual Plank scale). At distance greater
than the discretization scale, a causal set is expected not to approximate two di↵erent
spacetimes since at this scale the causal set carries all the geometrical information of the
spacetime. The formal statement for the Hauptvermutung is then:
Hauptvermutung: If a causal set C faithfully embeds into two distinct spacetimes
(M1, g1) and (M2, g2) then these spacetimes are related by an approximate isometry.
When the discretization scale goes to zero (⇢ ! 1) a form of the conjecture has been
proved by Bombelli et. al [63] and for compact spaces [61]. Though the conjecture has not
been proved for the general case, a lot of evidence seems to point that this is true even for
finite ⇢. For example, construction of geometrical and topological information from causal
set, obtaining correct dimensional and proper time information[64]. Yazdi and Kempf [94]
calculate spectral distance between causal sets and simulations were done for causal sets
with n < 8.
Even without proving this conjecture, to precisely state it, it is necessary to define
closeness of two manifolds, what one means in saying two spacetimes are approximately
isometric to each other or approximatetly isometric on scale  . A lot of work has been
done in trying to give a mathematical definition of distance between two spacetimes, a
measure of how close two spacetimes are to being isometric[61, 63, 65, 66].
We will follow closely the proposal made by Bombelli [65]. He considers two spacetimes
to be close, if the same number of points are random uniformly distributed on both space-
times, the probability of getting any given induced partial order (causal set) among the
points is about the same in both spacetimes.
We will first consider a special case, when the probability of any causal set is exactly the
same for the two manifolds. In this case, the manifolds by definition are at distance zero,
hence they must be isometric. Otherwise one has at best what’s called a pseudo-metric. If
this fails then something is wrong with our definition of closeness. Hence this special case
is a first test of the definition of distance. If it works, the next step is to prove that when
the distance is not zero but ⌧ 1, the manifolds are approximately isometric, and when
they are approximately isometric the distance is small.
The chapter is structured as follows: In section 4.1 we discuss Bombelli’s definition of
closeness of two manifolds. A mathematical definition of distance between two manifolds,
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using probability distribution that the process of Poisson sprinkling induces on the space
of all (finite) causal sets. We then prove then that if two spacetime are isometric then
the probability of getting any causal set through the process of Poisson sprinkling is the
same for the two manifolds. In section 4.2 considering a finite, globally hyperbolic, com-
pact spacetime, we introduce a process of constructing a sequence of causal sets that are
subsets of each other to reconstruct the full continuum spacetime manifold. Obtaining two
continuum spacetimes from the same sequence of causal set then implies that two space-
time manifolds are themselves the same. In section 4.3 we then argue that if two manifolds
have small distance ⌧ 1, then the two manifolds are approximately isometric. In section
4.3, we do simulations to calculate distance between di↵erent spacetimes. In section 4.4,
we define faithful embedding and then sketch a proof of the Hauptvermutung.
4.1 Bombelli’s distance
The challenge is to find a way to measure how close two spacetimes are to being iso-
metric. We will discuss Bombelli’s[65] definition of closeness of two spacetimes. Though
its motivation is from causal set theory it can be used for any two spacetimes with any
dimensions.
Consider a finite compact spacetime, sprinkle points on the spacetime using Poisson
distribution. Keep the causal relation of the points but not their position in spacetime,
what you have is a causal set. The causal relations induce an order among the points, this
order gives the causal structure of the spacetime and the number of points (causal elements)
gives the volume of the spacetimes. In this way, the process of Poisson sprinkling gives a
causal set from which the geometry of spacetime can be recovered.
The idea is that, since the sprinkled points (causal set) carry all the metric information
upto the discretization scale, then any two spacetimes that are reconstructed from the
same causal set will be the same upto the discretization scale. Bombelli defines distance
between two manifolds (M, g) and (M 0, g0) using the probability P`(n,C|(M, g)) of getting
















The probability of getting a causal set C 2 Cn when sprinkling n elements is given by
P`(n,C|(M, g)) = Pµ(n)Pn(C|(M, g)), (4.2)
















where µ = VM/`D, VM is the volume of the manifold, D = dimensions of the manifold, C̄
is a poset with labelled elements and Mi(x1, . . . , xi 1; C̄) is the region of integration. For
example, if C is a two chain ( ). The region of integration for the first element would be
the whole spacetime and the second would the future light cone of the first element.













The region of integration will depend on the light cones, it changes with change in the
metric.
First, we want to consider a special case, when the probability of getting any causal set
C from sprinkling n points on the two manifolds (M, g) and (M 0, g0) is the same. In this
case we expect that this implies that the two manifolds are isometric, d`(M,M 0) = 0, in
scales greater than the descritization scale. It can easily be shown that if the two manifolds
(M, g) and (M 0, g0) are isometric then the probability of getting any causal set C in the
two manifolds will be the same.
4.1.1 Isometric Spacetime Manifolds
Proposition 4.1.1. If two manifolds (M, g) and (M 0, g0) are isometric then d`(M,M 0) = 0.
Proof. Assume the two manifolds (M, g) and (M 0, g0) are isometric, then Vm = V 0m hence







for all n. Since the two manifolds are isometric then, there exists a mapping   : xi ! x0i,







and light cones do not change hence the regions of integration (Mi’s) do not change. The
probability of getting causal set C from sprinkling n point on (M, g) is
































































This concludes the prove that if two manifolds are isometric to each other then the prob-
ability of getting any causal set C by sprinkling points using Poisson distribution is the
same and d` = 0.
Now, we want to show that if the probability distribution of causal sets is the same
for two manifolds then the two manifolds are the same. To do this, we will attempt
to reconstruct the spacetime from a sequence of causal sets showing if the probability
distribution of getting such a sequence of causal sets is the same in both manifolds then
the manifolds are the same.
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4.1.2 Reconstruction of the continuum from causal sets
To reconstruct a spacetime from a causal sets, ideally one needs a set of causal sets Cn
such that C1 ⇢ C2 ⇢ C3 ⇢ . . . Cn. Reconstruction of spacetime using such causal sets
has been done in Reference[61, 63]. However, the probability of getting such a sequence
of sprinklings is approximately zero. Now, we will construct a sequence of causal sets
that has a high probability of occurring and from which the continuum spacetime can be
reconstructed.
Consider a sequence of causal sets obtained by first sprinkling points on M to get a
“causal set” C 01. C1 is the causal set from C
0
1 obtained by keeping only causal relations of
the points in C 01 and no co-ordinates. Then sprinkle at a higher density to get C
0
2, such
that 8xi 2 C 01, 9yi 2 C 02 and d(xi, yi) < d1, (where d(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance) that is
for any xi 2 C 01 there is a yi 2 B(xi, d1). To ensure that the open ball B(yi, d2) ⇢ B(xi, d1)
set d1 = d01   d02. Consider d1 > 0 but small so that the B(xi, d1) do not intersect. Now,
sprinkle at even higher density to get C 03, such that for every yi 2 C 02, there exist zi 2 C 03
such that d(yi, zi) < d2. Also d2 < d1, as shown in figure 4.1. Continue such a process
at each step increasing the density of points such that we obtain a sequence of causal sets




Proposition 4.1.2. A sequence of sprinklings on a manifold, (M, g) with finite volume,
with increasing density at each step can result in a non zero probability of generating a
sequence of “causal sets” {C 01, C 02, . . . C 0n} with d1 > d2 > . . . > dn.
Proof. Consider a sequence of poset obtained by first sprinkling points on M using Poisson
distribution to get a poset C 01. Then sprinkle at a higher density to get C
0
2 and keep
repeating the process and increasing density at each step. The mean point spacing is
related to the density of points ⇢ = nV
M
by `D = 1⇢ . Increasing the density of points
decreases the mean spacing between them. The probability that there is no yj in the open













Figure 4.1: Construct a sequence of “causal sets” {C 01, C 02, . . . C 0n} in which for every xi 2 C 01
there exist yi 2 C 02 such that yi 2 B(xi, d1), and for every yi 2 C 01 there exist zi 2 C 02 such
that zi 2 B(zi, d2) and d1 > d2 > . . . > dn.
So that the probability of finding yj inside the ball B(xj, di) is









































= e ⌥ ⇡ 1 ⌥. (4.9)











. In order to have the probability of getting a yi inside
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Elements of C 0i will have a mean spacing of `i > `i+1; hence each element of C
0
i will have
an element of C 0i+1 close to it. That is, for every xj 2 C 0i, there exists yj 2 C 0i+1 such that
d(xj, yj) < di. Increasing the density of points of C 0i+1 with a higher factor implies `i+1
becomes even smaller. Hence, considering a sequence of sprinklings on manifold (M, g),
when the density is increased at each step can result in a non zero probability of obtaining a
sequence of causal sets {C 01, C 02, . . . C 0n} with d1 < d2 < . . . < dn. The probability becomes
close to 1 if the density is increased by a large factor at each step.
Each C 0i can be embedded into a C
0
i+1 by shifting each element xa 2 C 0i to ya 2 C 0i+1
that is inside the ball, B(xa, di).
Figure 4.2: When we shift an element of a casual set from x to y, in order not to have
elements in the causal future (or past) of x that were original not there, the red region
should be empty.
When shifting x to y we require that the elements that were part of the causal future
before the shift, remain in the causal future after the shift and those that were not do not
become part of the causal future. For this to be true, we would like not to have any x in



















For a curved spacetime, varying xi will also change the light cones. To satisfy the
condition that the red region remains small and without any xj, we want changes in the
light cones to be minimal when change in the metric is small, in the order of ✏.
Proposition 4.1.3. For every ✏ there exist   such that when the metric field is changed
by   then the light cones do not change by more than ✏.
Proof. The light cone is characterised by the null geodesic equation
uaraub = 0,
ua · ub = 0. (4.12)
Consider a scalar field f , that is constant everywhere inside the light cone and zero
outside, so that on the light cone
ua = raf. (4.13)
Varying equation (4.12), we have
 
 












Now, relating  f with the light cones
 (f(x)) = ( f)(x) + ( x ·r)f = 0
 xaraf =   f(x)
 xaua =   f(x) (4.15)


















This equation tells us where the new light cones are when one varies the metric. Choosing
a vector n such that n · n = 0, n · u =  1 we have
 x = ⌫n,
u x =  ⌫.







This concludes the proof that varying the metric by   will change the light cones by ✏.
Now we have a set of causal sets that can be embedded into each other, Ci into Ci+1,
through shifts of xa 2 Ci to ya 2 Ci+1. For causal relations of each causal set not to change
it is required that the shift be within the neighbourhood B(xa, di). If the embedding of the
causal sets within the neighbourhoods is not the only possible embedding of these causal
sets to one another, then how can one distinguish one from the other, because causal sets do
not have position information? We would like the embedding within the neighbourhoods to
be the only possible embedding or at least have the probability of occurring approximately
1.
One embedding would be having all elements move randomly for distances greater
than di and remain with the same causal relations and occupy the same volume. In flat
spacetime this will not be possible because what ever the random move each point makes
can be thought of as a series of translation. Since we require that the points occupy the
same volume and the causal relations not to change, then all the elements of the same
causal set must have moved the same series of translations. If all the elements of Ci
translate to the same direction then those close to edge will leak out, hence this can not
be a valid map.
In a curved spacetime even though the series of random moves each causal element
makes may not necessarily be a series of translations. Since we require that the points
occupy the same volume and the causal relations not to change. This implies that such
a map must conserve the the anti-chains. If anti-chains (hypersurfaces) are preserved by
such a map, the causal elements can only move within the hypersurfaces. Again if the
causal elements near the boundary move away from the boundary, a distance greater than
di, and greater than the discretization scale, the probability that it gets more elements in
its future and its past is close to 1. Unless the elements in the other hypersurfaces also
move away from the boundary but this will be decreasing the volume which the causal set
occupies.
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Another embedding would be if all elements shrink into a smaller region, by the same
scale factor. The order relation will be preserved, but there will be in a smaller volume
as shown in Figure 4.3. In this case the embedding of Ci into Ci+1 is not within the
neighbourhoods but conserves the causal order for both causal sets. We would like the
probability of such an embedding to be small. First let us calculate how likely it is that if
one chooses an embedding of Ci on Ci+1 at random the embeddingis is the neighbourhood
embedding. The expectation value of number of y0is 2 Cj+1 in the neighbourhood B(xi, dj)




















Consider a copy of Ci in some region B, with volume VB =
V
A
R , where VA is the volume of









The expectation value of finding a copy of Ci in Ci+1 in the small region B is smaller than
that of finding it in A by a factor of 1R2n1 . Therefore, in general we expect the embedding
within the neighbourhoods B(xi, dj) to be highly likely than any other embedding.
Now that we have sketched how to construct the desired set of causal sets, let us restate
and argue further for the conjecture.
Conjecture 4.1.1. If the distace between two manifolds, (M, g) and (M 0, g0), is zero then
the two manifolds are isometric.
Evidence.
Consider a sequence of causal sets generated by sprinkling points on a globally hyperbolic
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Figure 4.3: Ci might embedded into a Ci+1 in a smaller region, B.
manifold, M , as discussed in Figure 4.1. Then each Ci can be embedded into Ci+1, so that
in taking the direct limit
[1i=1Ci = C!. (4.20)
Note that C! is dense in (M, g). Since M is a compact space then all sequences in
C! have a sub-sequence that converge. Adding all limit point (avoiding duplication) of
sequences in C! that are not in C!, in analogy with the Dedekind cut construction of real
numbers, we obtain all the points of the manifold with their causal relations, recovering
the continuum spacetime. The equality of all Pn(C|M) = Pn(C|M 0) implies the causal sets
probability of getting each Ci in C! a union of causal sets generated by sprinkling M and
will be same as the probability of getting each Ci in C 0! a union of causal sets generated
by sprinkling M 0. A completion based on C! will give the same points and causal relation
for the two manifolds, implying that (M, g) is isometric to (M 0, g0).
4.2 Approximately Isometric Spacetimes
If the Bombelli distance is a good measure then if two spacetimes are approximately iso-











Figure 4.4: Split the region of integration in M 0 to be the region of integration in M plus
the region the coloured region between the two null lines. The volume of the causal future
of y in M 0 is A = I+(y|M)  B.
do not di↵er by much. To show this we consider sprinklings on the two spacetimes on a re-
gion M, that has the same volume in both manifolds, M and M 0. So that Pµ(n) = Pµ0(n).
Also consider g0 = g +  g then





































The region of integration M 0i(x
0
1, . . . , x
0
i 1; C̄) depends on the labelled causal set C̄. The
first element x1 may fall anywhere in the manifold so that for this point M 01 = M1 since
(M, g) and (M 0, g0) have the same volume. If the next element, x2, is causally related to
x1, it must fall in the future of x1. For x2 the region M 02 = I
+
1 . If x1 and x2 are not causally
related then M 02 = M \ I+1 . The limits of integration, (
R
limit
dxj) are the points where the
null geodesics passing through xj cross the boundary of the manifold.
Assuming that the manifold is compact globally hyperbolic, the region of integration
(M 0, g0) can be split into two as shown in Figure 4.4: integrate with limits that are the
same as the limits in for the integrals in (M, g) and the volume between the two geodesics
will be the integral of the change in the null geodesics given by equation(4.17).
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When  g = 0, that is, g0 = g then Pn(C|(M, g)) = Pn(C|(M 0, g0)), hence the distance
between the two manifolds is zero. If  g 6= 0 but very small, so that we can neglect term
with ( g)2 then;




















































































































= Pn(C|(M, g)) + E( g) +O( g2). (4.23)
If the two metrics di↵er by  g, then the leading term in the di↵erence of the Pns will be


















































4.3 Simulations: Distance between spacetimes
In this section we use simulations to calculate distance between spacetimes. We did sim-
ulation to get the probability distribution for causal sets with two elements, C2 in a 2D
cylinder with diameter a and height b and in a square [0, a] ⇥ [0, b]. Even with only two
causal element the di↵erence between these two spacetimes starts to show up if the time
interval is comparable to the space interval. Figure 4.5a shows that for values of very large
or very small   = b/a the probability of getting a chain is approximately the same as the
probability of getting an anti-chain in both the cylinder and a square. Figure 4.5b shows
that the distance (Bombelli distance in equation 4.1) between the two spacetimes is larger
when   ⇡ 1. Having more causal elements gives more information about the spacetimes.

































































(a) Probability distribution for C2. (b) Distance between cylinder and a square.
Figure 4.5: (a) Shows the probability of getting a chain (anti-chain) when two points
are sprinkled on a clylinder and a square for a = 1. As   becomes large the probability
of getting a chain becomes large and of getting an anti-chain small. The solid lines are
analytical values of the probability. (b) Shows distance between the cylinder and a square
for di↵erent time intervals for a = 1.
Figure 4.6a shows distance between: square, diamond, left-triagle of the diamond,
upper triangle of the diamond and a cylinder. It shows that as the number of elements
increases the distance increases, because having more causal elements implies having more
information about the sapcetime. It is computational expensive though to calculate the
probability distribution for such large n since the number of causal sets will be very large.
For example for n = 9 there are 183 231 casual sets, hence one would be required to do
about 1.83 231⇥ 1012 sprinklings inorder to get the probability distributions.
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These examples have few number of causal element, n, random uniform distribution has
no meaning in this case. If n   1, we resort to not using all the information in the causal
set. For example, binning the causal sets using the number of relations in a causal set. This
does not use most of the information from the causal sets and can not distinguish manifolds
with the same number of relations. As shown in Figure 4.7b increasing the number of
elements gives more information about the manifold. The probability distributions for the
number of relations separate as the number of elements increases except for a square and
diamond since they have the same number of causal relations.
Figure 4.6b shows the distance between manifolds using number of relations binning.
When n = 150, the distance between di↵erent manifolds is approximately 1, except for a
square and diamond. This is because for a square and diamond the probability that two
causal elements are related is the same. Hence as shown in figure 4.7b the histograms for
a square and diamond have the same mean. The information that is di↵erent between the
two is the standard deviation.
(a) Using all information of the causal set. (b) Using number of relations.
(c) Using volume of causal interval. (d) Using volume of past and future.
Figure 4.6: Distance between spacetimes.
Figure 4.6c shows distance obtained when binning using volume of interval. For a











































Figure 4.7: Histogram: as n increases, probabilty distributions for manifolds with di↵erent
number of causal relations separate.
of elements that are in the past of x and in the future of y. In this case the square is
di↵erent from a diamond. For n > 7 the number of bins becomes too large and it becomes
computational expensive to get the probability distributions. In Figure 4.6c the distance
for n > 7 can not be trusted for this reason.
The number of causal elements (n) corresponds to volume when the causal elements
are uniformly distributed in spacetime. If n is a very small number then random uniform
distribution has no meaning and the number of causal elements does not correspond to the
volume of the spacetime.
Characteristics of the Bombelli distance given in equation 4.1 (we will now denote as
dB),
i) dB is normalized 0 5 dB(M,M 0) 5 1
ii) dB(M,M 0) = 0 implies that the two manifolds M and M 0 are the same up to the
desensitization scale.
iii) dB(M,M 0) = 1 implies that the two manifolds M and M 0 are are di↵erent.
Characteristics of the Relative Entropy distance, dEntropy =
P
i pi log(pi/qi),
i) dE is not normalized.
ii) dE(M,M 0) = 0 implies that the two manifolds M and M 0 are the same up to the
desensitization scale.
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n 2 3 4 5 6
N 2 5 16 63 318
d
B
0.055 ± 2 ⇥ 10 5 0.105 ± 5 ⇥ 10 5 0.155 ± 1.6 ⇥ 10 4 0.204 ± 6.3 ⇥ 10 4 0.256± 3.1 ⇥ 10 3
d
Entropy
0.015 ± 2 ⇥ 10 5 0.054 ± 5 ⇥ 10 5 0.116 ± 1.6 ⇥ 10 4 0.197 ± 6.3 ⇥ 10 4 1
Table 4.1: Table for distances between a square and a cylinder in 1+1D. n is the number
of causal elements and N is the number of causal sets with n elements.
Figure 4.8: Bombelli Distance between di↵erent manifolds vs the number of causal elements
n using PF Invariant.
ii) dE(M,M 0) = 1 implies that the two manifolds M and M 0 are very di↵erent.
The entropy distance between a square and cylinder goes to infinity for n > 6 because
a cylinder embeds some causal sets that a square does not (Betti number > 1).
The binning we have used so far seem to be computational expensive as number of
causal elements is increased. We need binning that comes with a new distance that can
be computed for large causal sets. We bin causal sets that have the same past-future sets
(PF Invariance). A causal set with n elements is represented as
Cn : ((p1, f1), (p2, f2), (p3, f3) · · · (pn, fn)) (4.25)
where pi is the number of causal elements in the past of the ith element and fi is the number
























































































































Figure 4.9: Distance between same manifolds. As shown in 4.9a for Bombelli distance the
standard deviation is close to 1 for n > 7 so these results can not be trusted.
4.3.1 PF Invariant
A new distance, the Bhattacharyya distance is used since Bombelli distance is compu-
tational expensive for large causal sets. Instead of mapping to a circle like in Bombelli











Sprinkling a number of times on the same manifold will give a distribution for each point
(pi, fi), giving a multidimensional distribution. Using Battacharyya distance for Gaussian
distributions p and q, the distance between them is
DB(p, q) =   ln(BC(p, q)), BC(p, q) =
Xp
p(x)q(x) dx (4.27)
The Bhattacharyya coe cient 0 5 BC 5 1 and the distance 0 5 DB 5 1 does not obey
triangular inequality, but the Hellinger distance
p






























Figure 4.10: Hellinger Distance between di↵erent manifolds vs the number of causal ele-
ments n using PF Invariant.











(µp   µq)T⌃ (µp   µq)
◆
(4.29)






. The Hellinger measure
distinguishes all 5 manifolds as shown in Figure 4.10 when computed in 2n (p, f) space.
Figure 4.9b shows that the distance between a square with volume=1 and a square with
volume=1, is close to zero for n = 50, d` = 0.02, therefore the results exhibited in Figure
4.10 can be trusted.
Figure 4.11 shows distance between a square and 4D box with the same volume. Figure
4.12 shows the distance between the following 4D manifolds:
ds2 =  dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2, (Flat spacetime,M4) (4.30)
ds2 =  dt2 + t4/3  dx2 + dy2 + dz2  , (matter dominated, FRWM) (4.31)
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e M4 - FRWR
M4 - FRWM
FRWR - FRWM
Figure 4.12: Hellinger Distance between di↵erent manifolds vs the number of causal ele-
ments N using PF Invariant.
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4.4 Faithful Embedding
In the examples in section 4.3 we see that di↵erent spacetimes have di↵erent causal sets
with high probabilities. Let us denote the family of causal sets with high probability of
being generated when one sprinkles on the spacetime to be, Ch. A causal set encodes
the geometry and topology of spacetime. Therefore, causal sets in the the family, Ch,
are expected to have some similarities in their causal order since most of the geometry
information is encoded in the causal order. Their topological structure, that is sets of
anti-chains should also have some similarities. For a cylinder Ch contains casual sets with
edges crossing not in vertexes while for a square C 0h contains few of these, with minimal
crossings. This is mainly because the cylinder “has back and front sheets” while a square
does not have this property it is only one “sheet”. For n   6, there are causal sets that
can be embedded into a cylinder but not a square, these are causal sets with non-zero
betti number (b1), this is discussed in more details in [67]. Using Ch, we a define faithful
embedding to be:
Definition 4.4.1. A causal set C faithfully embeds into a spacetime (M, g), if C 2 Ch,
where Ch is a family of causal sets that one is most likely to get (have high probability)
from a process of Poisson sprinkling on (M, g).
When number corresponds to volume: we expect that if (M, g) and (M 0, g0) are di↵erent
then Ch\C 0h = ; and if (M, g) is isometric to (M 0, g0) then Ch ✓ C 0h.For small n we do not
expect to see Ch \C 0h = ; if the two spacetimes are di↵erent. The sum of the probabilities
in Ch are expected to be large. We take P (Ch)   0.8. There is no special reason for
choosing this number, we only know that P (Ch) must be large.
Consider a cylinder and a square with same volume. As shown in figure 4.7b, as n
increases Ch \ C 0h becomes a small for di↵erent manifolds.
With this definition of faithful embedding and closeness of spacetime the Hauptvermu-
tung conjecture then becomes true by definition.
Hauptvermutung: If a causal set C faithfully embeds at the same density into two
distinct spacetimes (M, g) and (M 0, g0) then these spacetimes are related by an approximate
isometry.
Proof. Consider a causal set C that faithfully embeds to two spacetimes (M, g) and (M 0, g0).
By definition of faithful embedding, C 2 Ch in (M, g) and C 2 C 0h in (M 0, g0). This implies
that C 0h \ Ch 6= ?, as proposed above then either Ch ✓ C 0h or C 0h ✓ Ch. Without loss of
generality, consider Ch ✓ C 0h, we have P`(n,C|M, g) ⇠ P`(n,C|M 0, g0) for any C 2 Ch.
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Also, P (Ch) is large, about 80% of the probabilities, so that even if the remaining C 0s /2 Ch
have di↵erent probabilities, there di↵erence will be small since they are small as well. For


























The two spacetimes are approximately isometric at scales greater than ⇢ 1.
We have looked at Bombelli’s definition of distance between two spacetimes and proved
that with this definition if two spacetimes are isometric then the distance between them
is zero. We also showed that if the metrics of two spacetimes di↵er by very small amount
then the two spacetimes will be approximately isometric. We used probability of getting a
causal set when sprinkling points on spacetime to define faithful embedding and then used
this definition to sketch a proof of Hauptvermutung.
Faithful embedding is not well defined, since it contains, the family Ch which is not well
understood. Further work would be to study carefully the properties of Ch. Understanding
this family of causal sets would help classify causal sets that are expected to be manifold
like, that is have a continuum approximation at microscopic scales. Further more, an





relation to causal sets
In AdS/CFt correspondence one considers a Conformal Field Theory (CFT) on the bound-
ary of Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space which corresponds to the gravitational theory on the
bulk[68]. In causal set theory one assumes that the causal structure carries all the infor-
mation about the spacetime1 . For two spacetime manifolds to have corresponding theories
would imply that their causal structures have similarities. The proposal in this case would
imply that the causal structure of AdS and its boundary have similarities.
Conjecture: In the limit of infinite coarse graining, AdS has the same causal struc-
ture as its boundary.
Let us consider in AdS3 two events p1(⌧1, ✓1, 1)   p2(⌧2, ✓2, 2) in global co-ordinates,
with the line element
ds2 = R2 sec2 ✓
  d⌧ 2 + d✓2 + sin2 ✓d 2  . (5.1)
These events are causally related if there is a causal curve joining them, that is,
⌧2   ⌧1 > sin ✓1 sin ✓2 cos( 2    1) + cos ✓1 cos ✓2. (5.2)
If these events are both projected to the boundary, ✓ ! ⇡/2, then they will be causally
related p01(⌧1, 1)   p02(⌧2, 2) if
⌧2   ⌧1 > ( 2    1). (5.3)
1excluding conformal volume information
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Figure 5.1: Most causal elements are generated by sprinkling points near the boundary.
⇢bulk is the density of points on the bulk and ⇢boundary is the density of point sprinkled on
the thickened boundary. Increasing ✓max/n incearses the thicked boundary.
The probability that if p1   p2 then p01   p02 is not equal to one. That is some points
that were causally related in the bulk will not remain causally related after the projection.
Generating a causal set by sprinkling to AdS, since most of the volume is in the boundary,
most sprinkled points will be near the boundary. Figure 5.1 shows that most sprinkled
points will be near the boundary, therefore majority of pairs of causal elements that were
causally related after the projection will remain causally related. It also shows that as
density decrease most points will be near the boundary. For a fixed number of causal
elements if the volume increases the sprinkling decreases. Figure 5.2 shows that in the
limit as the sprinkling density decrease, that is ✓max or the volume increases the probability
that two causal elements that were causally related remain causally related is asymptotes
to 1.
Considering the Poincare patch of AdS, these co-ordinates do not cover the whole of




  dt2 + dx2 + dz2  . (5.4)
Two events in the bulk will be considered causally related p1(t1, x1, z1)   p2(t2, x2, z2),
if
t2   t1 >
p
(x2   x1)2 + (z2   z1)2. (5.5)
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Figure 5.2: Number of pairs related before and after projection divided by number of pairs
related before projection.
If these events are both projected to the boundary, z ! 0, then they will be causally
related p01(t1, x1)   p02(t2, x2) if
t2   t1 > (x2   x1). (5.6)
The probability that if p1   p2 then p01   p02 is equal to 1 in the Poincare patch. The
AdS/CFT correspondence usually assumes that the region z = 0 plus some isolated points
at infinity is the boundary of the Poincare patch. Since the isolated points do not carry
degrees of freedom, the correspondence between a field theory in the Poincare patch and










Figure 5.3: Penrose diagram for AdS space, the Poincare AdS is the lightblue region with




We have discussed di↵erent Cosmological test of causal set theory phenomenology, pos-
tulating that the fundamental structure of a spacetime manifold is a Lorentz invariant
discrete structure endowed with a causal order. Everpresent ⇤, model of dark energy, a
consequence of Lorentz invariant discreteness predicts that cosmological constant is ever-
present and fluctuates with time. Any model of Everpresent ⇤ is by definition inherently
stochastic. As such, it will have many realizations that are di↵erent from our own cos-
mos. Simulations show that there are also many realizations that broadly resemble reality,
including some that agree as well as ⇤CDM does with several pieces of observational evi-
dence, including CMB measurements. It also eases certain tensions that arise with BAO
measurements, measurements of nuclear abundances, and the very early occurrence of ul-
tramassive black holes. If ⇤ really is fluctuating and “everpresent”, that should become
more clearly evident as observations accumulate for high redshift.
A signature of Lorentz invariant discreteness implies that the causal set elements are
randomly distributed, so that a massive particle propagating on causal set will undergo
di↵usion in momentum space inducing secondary di↵usion in the position space. The
di↵usion process will have only one parameter, the di↵usion constant, k, for which the
highest bound comes from the cosmic neutrinos, k . 10 61 and is related to the non-





both in 2D and 3D.
Modeling a particle as wave packet and using causal set discrete D’Alembert operator
⇤ (x) ⇠ B✏ (x) to propagate the wave packet has proved to be di cult because of the
cut-o↵ introduced by using a finite causal set. Simulations suggest that there is no drift
k2 ⇠ 0 and k1 / ` 2.5k in 2D.
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We also looked at Bombelli’s definition of distance between two spacetimes and showed
that with this definition if two spacetimes are isometric then the distance between them
is zero. We also argued that if the metrics of two spacetimes di↵er by very small amount
then the two spacetimes will be approximately isometric. We used probability of getting a
causal set when sprinkling points on spacetime to define faithful embedding and then used
this definition to sketch a proof of Hauptvermutung.
In AdS/CFT correspondence one considers a Conformal Field Theory (CFT) on the
boundary of Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space which corresponds to the gravitational theory on
the bulk[68]. Two spacetime manifolds having corresponding theories implies that their
causal structures have similarities. Simulations suggest that, in the limit of infinite coarse
graining, AdS3(Poincare patch) has the same causal structure as its boundary.
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The causal set D’Alembert operator first introduced by Sorkin[60] is non-local. B✏ (x) is
a sum of  (y), for all y’s in the past of the point x, each term weighted di↵erently in the
sum. The weight depends on the spacetime interval volume between x and y, I(x, y). The
interval volume is the number of causal elements between x and y. We denote Nn to be




















In the causal sets box, the zeroth neighbors have di↵erent contribution from the 1st neigh-








































































































































For B (x) ⇡ ⇤ (x) =   @2@t2 + @
2
@x2 ,  2 = 4 and ↵2 =  2.
In simulation we have a cut-o↵ in u and v so that the known Bk has cut-o↵ corrections,
For a 2D Minkowski spacetime Vd = uv,









































Assume  (u, v) is a solution of the box operator then B (x) = 0
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